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SUMMARY 

 

This working paper contains the PDRs against SV8 that either: have been resolved since 
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outstanding. 

 

 

 



PDR M2080001
Title:                               SV8 - Unnecessary Random Challenge field

PDR Reference:                       M2080001

Originator Reference:

SARPs Document Reference:            8.6.3.11.1, 8.6.3.11.3, 8.6.3.12.1,
                                     8.6.3.5.3

CAMAL Document Reference:            Draft Part V Chapter 4, 4.7.3.4

P/OICS Document Reference            -

Status:                              PROPOSED

Impact:                              A

PDR Revision Date:                   17 May 2004 (Proposed)
                                     04 Dec 2002 (updated)
                                     25 Nov 2002 (updated)

     02 Oct 2002 (updated)
     23 Sep 2002 (Accepted)

PDR Submission Date:                 09 Aug 2002 (Submitted)

Submitting State/Organization:       CIVAL Consulting Ltd

Submitting Author Name:              A J Kerr

Submitting Author E-mail Address:    tony.kerr@cival.co.uk

Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: Tel: +44 (0)1252 724386

SARPs Date:                          Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)

P/OICS Date:                                                 -

SARPs Language:                      English

Summary of Defect:

In SSO-AMACP, a random challenge value is inserted in the ATNAppendix
validity field whenever a Session Key is derived.  It should only be
included in the response to the initial signed message during the
atnEstablish security exchange. (Previous drafts of SV8 included a check on
the Counter to accomplish this).

The effect is to send a spurious 32-bit value over the air-ground datalink
whenever an application requests a Secured Dialogue.

The SV8 GM, in 4.7.3.4, states that the random challenge is generated by
the Destination Peer, which may be an application entity other than CM.

Assigned SME:                              Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

In 8.6.3.11.3, bullets c) & d),
REPLACE
c) set ATNAppendix.validity.random to the Random Challenge for the Source
Peer and Destination Peer when the Session Key is not available at
invocation of SSO-AMACP.
d) omit ATNAppendix.validity.random when the Session Key is available at
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invocation of SSO-AMACP.

WITH
c) set ATNAppendix.validity.random to the Random Challenge value for the
Source Peer and Destination Peer end systems when the Shared Key Derivation
Parameter is not available at invocation of SSO-AMACP.
d) omit ATNAppendix.validity.random when the Shared Key Derivation
Parameter is available at invocation of SSO-AMACP.

In the SV8 Guidance Material, in 4.7.3.4, clarify that the Random Challenge
is only generated in response to the initial signed message, as part of the
Session Key derivation sequence, and that the Random Challenge value is
shared by all applications within the scope of the existing security
relationship between these two end systems.

Comment from SV8 SME (5 Sep 2002):

The problem identified for items c and d above does exist.  However, it also
applies to items e, f, g, and h in 8.6.3.11.1 as well.  The references to
"Session Key" in 8.6.3.11.1 items a and b are correct.  The following material 
lists the required SARPs and guidance changes.

Proposed SARPs amendments:

1/ 8.6.3.11.1.e: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
2/ 8.6.3.11.1.f: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
3/ 8.6.3.11.1.g: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
4/ 8.6.3.11.1.h: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
5/ 8.6.3.11.3.c: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
6/ 8.6.3.11.3.d: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
7/ 8.6.3.12.1.f: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
8/ 8.6.3.12.1.g: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".
9/ 8.6.3.12.1.h: Replace "Session Key" with "Shared Key Derivation Parameter".

Proposed guidance amendments:

GM-1/ 4.7.3.4: Replace the entire paragraph with the following.

"The Random Challenge is exchanged over a Secured Dialogue Supporting Key
Management only.  For ATS applications, this means that the Random Challenge
is exchanged either during a CM-logon or CM-update.  When the first exchange
between the CM-air-AE and CM-ground-AE is a CM-logon, the CM-ground-AE
generates the Random Challenge.  When the first exchange between the two is
a CM-update, the CM-air-AE generates the Random Challenge.  Note that the
Random Challenge is generated by the entity that verifies the
Secured-Association-Signature during the Session Key derivation sequence.

The Random Challenge is used in the generation of the Shared Key Derivation
Parameter on the Secured Dialogue Supporting Key Management.  In this use,
it ensures that session keys derived from an older Secured Dialogue
Supporting Key Management cannot be reused.  Section 4.6.10 contains more
detailed guidance on the generation of a random challenge."

Impact on interoperability:     Interoperability is not possible between 
implementations that incorporate this PDR and those that do not, as the 
modification to MAC'ed data (in SSO-AMACP) would cause the MAC-check to fail 
if such implementations attempted to exchange data.

PDR Validation Status:

SME Recommendation to CCB: Progress to resolved.

CCB Decision:
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PDR M2080006
Title: Security - Add warning concerning the use of invalid keys by the secret value
derivation primitive
PDR Reference:                M2080006
Originator Reference:         PDR-SV8-4
SARPs Document Reference:     Sub-Volume VIII, edition 3
Status:                       RESOLVED
Impact:                       C
PDR Revision Date:            14 Nov 2003 (Resolved)
                              22 Oct 2002 (Updated at Proposed)

      02 Oct 2002 (Proposed)
      23 Sep 2002 (Accepted)

PDR Submission Date:          24 Aug 2002 (Submitted)
Submitting State/Organization:     FAA
Submitting Author Name:       Simon Blake-Wilson
Submitting Author E-mail Address: sblakewilson@bcisse.com Submitting Author 
Supplemental
Contact Information:          +1-416-214-5961
SARPs Date:                   Doc 9705 Edition 3
SARPs Language:               English

Summary of Defect:

SV8 does not currently address the security risk associated with executing the ATN 
secret value derivation 
primitive using an invalid public key. Propose to add a note highlighting the issue.

Assigned SME:  Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

1/ 8.5.4.3.1: Add a note below the clause reading:

"Note.- There are potentially security issues if an entity combines their private 
key using the ASVDP 
 mechanism with a supposed public key Q_{s,V} which is in fact not a point on the 
elliptic curve, or 
 which is a point on the elliptic curve which does not have order n. There are 
various mechanisms that 
 mitigate against this concern. For example, implementations may check that the 
supposed public key
 satisfies both that the arithmetic properties of a point on the associated elliptic
curve and that 
 nQ=O. How an implementation chooses to handle this issue is considered a local 
matter."

Impact on interoperability: None.

Validation status:  Thorough inspection should be sufficient.

SME Recommendation to CCB: Progressed to RESOLVED at next CCB meeting.

CCB Decision: Resolved.
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PDR M2090002

Title:                               SV8, SV4 - SSO-GetCertificatePath Target

PDR Reference:                       M2090002

Originator Reference:                SB3W0615 SE-1

SARPs Document Reference:            Sub-Volume VIII 8.6.3.7
                                     Sub-Volume IV 4.8.5.2.2.3.1

CAMAL Document Reference:            Draft Part V Chapter 4, 4.7.6.7

P/OICS Document Reference            -

Status:                              ACCEPTED

Impact:                              B

PDR Revision Date:                   23 Sep 2002 (Accepted)
     16 Sep 2002 (SUBMITTED)

                                     04 Sep 2002 (Draft for SGB3 discussion)

Submitting State/Organization:             CIVAL Consulting Ltd

Submitting Author Name:                    A J Kerr

Submitting Author E-mail Address:          tony.kerr@cival.co.uk

Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: Tel: +44 (0)1252 724386

SARPs Date:                                Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)

P/OICS Date:                                                 -

SARPs Language:                            English

Summary of Defect:

In CM Logon Response processing, the Security ASO (as a component of the ground CM 
application entity) invokes SSO-GetCertificatePath in 4.8.5.2.2.3.1 to get the 
compressed certificate path containing its own public key agreement key.  A 
certificate path from the aircraft's State CA to ground entity's key agreement 
public key is required.  This is so that the airborne side can verify the 
certificate path without needing to know the public signing key of every ground 
entity's CA.

With SSO-GetCertificatePath as currently specified, the certificate path would be 
signed by the ground entity's CA.

Assigned SME:                              Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

It seems that an additional SSO-GetCertificatePath input parameter is needed, such 
as:

Target Entity Identification     C

This parameter identifies the entity that will receive and verify the compressed 
certificate path.  It is an abstract value of an AP-Title or PSAP.  If the parameter
is specified, the certificate path will be retrieved from and signed by the target 
entity's CA. If not specified, the certificate path will by default be signed by the
CA of the entity that invoked SSO-GetCertificatePath.
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The SSO-GetCertificatePath processing description will then have to include 
functionality to determine the correct CA corresponding to the target and to 
retrieve the required uncompressed certificate path signed by that CA.

The Security ASO invocation of SSO-GetCertificatePath in SV4 will need to be updated
to align with the SV8 SSO definition.

In 4.8.5.2.2.1.1 Bullet b, add new row to end of Table 4.8-4:
Target Entity Identification Called EntityID

In 4.8.5.2.2.1.1 Bullet c, add new row to end of Table 4.8-5:
Target Entity Identification Called EntityID

In 4.8.5.2.2.3.1 Bullet b, add new row to end of Table 4.8-11:
Target Entity Identification Calling EntityID

Initial SME Comment:
I'd say that SSO-GetCertificatePath is ambiguous on who the end CA would be. It 
makes no mention at all.

I agree with adding another parameter.  Will we require a second PDR for SV4 then, 
or would you just fold the SV4 change into this one?

I think this PDR will add something like the following processing to replace 
8.6.3.7.a (Entity ID = Subject and Target Entity ID = Recipient):

a)  When the Recipient is specified:
             1)  Retrieve the cert path from the SSO's CA (it must know
this) to the
Recipient.
             2)  Extract the Recipient's CA from the cert path.
             3)  Retrieve the cert path from the Recipient's CA to the Subject.
b)  When the Recipient is not specified, retrieve the cert path from the SSO's CA to
the Subject.

Impact on interoperability:

Without the proposed amendment, an airborne CM entity will be unable to verify the 
authenticity of the ground system's public keys, so interoperability will fail.

PDR Validation Status:

SME Recommendation to CCB:

CCB Decision:
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PDR M2090003

Title:                               SV8 - ASN.1 Padding Issues

PDR Reference:                       M2090003

Originator Reference:                SB3W0615 SE-2, 3, 5

SARPs Document Reference:            Sub-Volume VIII various

CAMAL Document Reference:            Draft Part V Chapter 4, various

P/OICS Document Reference            -

Status:                              ACCEPTED

Impact:                              C

PDR Revision Date:                   17 May 2004 (Updated)
                                     23 Sep 2002 (Accepted)

     16 Sep 2002 (SUBMITTED)
                                     04 Sep 2002 (Draft for SGB3 discussion)

Submitting State/Organization:       CIVAL Consulting Ltd

Submitting Author Name:              A J Kerr

Submitting Author E-mail Address:    tony.kerr@cival.co.uk

Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: Tel: +44 (0)1252 724386

SARPs Date:                          Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)

P/OICS Date:                         -

SARPs Language:                      English

Summary of Defect:

In the past, there have been interoperability problems with edition 1 or 2 SARPs 
due to the presence or absence of padding bits in embedded PER-encoded BIT STRINGs 
(see PDR M1060001 and related discussion thread).  It is important to be precise 
about when BIT STRING values are padded to octet boundaries, and whether the 
padding occurs at the beginning or end of the BIT STRING.  Some potential problems 
are:

a) SignData passed to the ASP primitive (8.5.5.2.1) is expected to be an
OCTET STRING.  In SSO-ASP it is the PER encoding of SignData - a bit string.

b) User Data within the SignData type is type OCTET STRING. Actually, it 
is the PER encoding of an application APDU, for example CMAircraftMessage, or a 
SEQUENCE OF EXTERNAL from ACSE User-Information.  More precision is needed to ensure

a canonical encoding is achieved.

c) In SSO-AVP (8.6.3.12), User Data is expected to be an OCTET STRING.
However, the field was mapped from the received ACSE User Information, which is 
defined as SEQUENCE OF EXTERNAL, and within the EXTERNAL the bitstring 
representation 
is recommended in SV4.

d) Public keys in the CM Response data are defined as type ECPoint, which
in SV8 is defined as OCTET STRING.  Public keys in CompressedUserCertificate (and 
also in X.509) are BIT STRING.  Where does the type conversion occur? Is there a 
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PDR M2090003
padding issue?

e) In SSO-SessionKey (8.6.3.5.3.e), the Secured-Association-Signature (type
ATNAppendix) and Random Challenge (32 bit unsigned INTEGER) are concatenated 
together 
for input to AHASH.  How, and in what order?  Are the ASN.1 types combined, or the 
PER-encoded bitstrings concatenated, with or without octet alignment?

Clarification is needed for these, and possibly other, examples.

Assigned SME:                              Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

1/ 8.4.3.1.3.6.3: Reword the "Note" following this clause as follows:
"Note - (from SEC 1) The elliptic curve public key (a value of type ECPoint that is 
an 
 OCTET STRING) is mapped to a subjectPublicKey (a value encoded as type BIT STRING) 
as 
 follows: The most significant bit of the value of the OCTET STRING becomes the most

 significant bit of the value of the BIT STRING and so on with consecutive bits 
until 
 the least significant bit of the OCTET STRING becomes the least significant bit of 
the 
 BIT STRING. Simply reverse this process to obtain the OCTET STRING corresponding to

 the subject's elliptic curve public key from the BIT STRING contained in the
 subjectPublicKey field during certificate validation."

2/ 8.4.3.2.1: Add a note after this clause (i.e. after the ASN.1) as follows:
"Note - the value used in the subjectPublicKey field in the compressed certificate 
is 
 identical to the value in the subjectPublicKey field in the uncompressed 
certificate.
 This value can be converted back and forth from the OCTET STRING corresponding to
 the subject's elliptic curve public key as described in 8.4.3.1.3.6.3."

3/ 8.6.3.5.3: Reword 8.6.3.5.3.(e) as:
"e) construct the Shared Key Derivation Parameter for the Local Peer and Remote
    Peer by invoking AHASH with the AHASH parameter Data formed by taking the
    Secured-Association-Signature, which is an encoded value of type ATNAppendix,
    i.e. a bit string; padding the Secured-Association-Signature on the right 
    with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to make an octet string; and
    appending the Random Challenge, a bit string of length 32, to the right 
    of the result."

Impact on interoperability:

If different implementers make different assumptions about octet alignment and 
embedded padding bits, then interoperability will fail.

PDR Validation Status:

SME Comment:

The proposed SARPS amendments address observations (d) and (e) in the defect 
summary. Observations (a), (b), and (c) are addressed in the proposed resolution
of PDR M4030001.

SV8 has been scanned once by me and no other padding issues were found. I plan
to perform another careful scan to look for other areas. Scans by other reviewers
would also be very useful.  
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SME Recommendation to CCB:

CCB Decision:
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PDR M2090005
Title:                               SV8 - SSO Counter Initialisation
PDR Reference:                       M2090005
Originator Reference:                SB3W0615 SE-8
SARPs Document Reference:            Sub-Volume VIII 8.6.3
CAMAL Document Reference:            Part V, Chapter 4, 4.7.3.7
P/OICS Document Reference            -
Status:                              ACCEPTED
Impact:                              C
PDR Revision Date:                   28 Nov 2002 (Draft: 3/ to 5/ added)
                                     23 Sep 2002 (ACCEPTED)
                                     16 Sep 2002 (SUBMITTED)
Submitting State/Organization:       CIVAL Consulting Ltd
Submitting Author Name:              A J Kerr
Submitting Author E-mail Address:    tony.kerr@cival.co.uk
Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: Tel: +44 (0)1252 724386
SARPs Date:                          Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)
P/OICS Date:                         -
SARPs Language:                      English

Summary of Defect:

The Counter for air to ground exchanges is checked during CM-Logon indication 
processing in SSO-SignCheck (8.6.3.2.1.b) while verifying the signature appendix 
*before* the Session Key is established and hence before the Counter is created.  
Both Counters are subsequently explicitly initialised in SSO-SessionKey during 
CM-Logon response processing.  If we assume that the Counters are implicitly 
initialised at power-on (this should be stated in SV8), then the re-initialisation 
is redundant.

The initialisation of Message Counters is not well specified.  The description of 
Session Key in the Security Guidance Material (Doc 9739 Second Edition Part V, 
Chapter 4) 4.7.3.7 does not quite match the SARPs. The statement that "message 
counters are initialised whenever a session key is created" is not quite true; the 
SARPs (in SSO-SessionKey) state that the Counters are initialised to zero if not 
already initialised.  This is open to interpretation.

A consequence of the Counter check in SSO-Sign is that if, say, a secure CPDLC
dialogue were to fail due to a bit error causing MAC failure, a new key
establishment dialogue by CM would be needed before CPDLC session key could
be re-established; yet the key establishment dialogue itself would fail due to SSO 
replay protection.  Therefore, the best solution seems to be to remove the Counter 
check in SSO-SignCheck.

Assigned SME:                              Sub-Volume VIII SME

Initial SME comment:
I believe 8.6.3.5.4 Note 2 clarifies the intent.  However, I believe the problem is 
with the word "initialise".  We should use something like: "create with an initial 
value of zero if it doesn't exist" and add a note that says the values aren't 
modified if it does exist.

I think we're trying to catch the case of an attacker sending you signed
CM-logons repeatedly.  If you already have a SKDP, then the receipt of a
signature appendix means one of two things -- the other peer wants to start
another secured association or you detected a replay attack.  Now, you can
determine which it is by comparing the just-received signature appendix and
the maintained Secured-Association-Signature.  So, I think there's some
benefit here to checking.  It prevents you from trying to verify a signature
(which takes a long time) in order to detect the attack (or problem).

Proposed SARPs amendment:
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PDR M2090005
1/  Replace 8.6.3.5.4 items e and f with the following.

"e) Create, with an initial value of zero, the Counter for messages sent from
the Local Peer to the Remote Peer, if this Counter has not already been
created (by a previous invocation of SSO-SessionKey).

f) Create, with an initial value of zero, the Counter for messages sent from
the Remote Peer to the Local Peer, if this Counter has not already been
created (by a previous invocation of SSO-SessionKey)."

2/  Replace Note 2 in 8.6.3.5.4 with the following.

"Note 2. -- Counter values are not reset when they already exist so as to not
lose replay protection.  The session key is generated for each secured
dialogue in a secured association.  In this manner, replay protection spans
all secured dialogues in a secured association."

3/  In 8.6.3.1.1, inset new bullet b) and renumber existing bullets b) and c) as c) 
and d), respectively:
"b)    if the Appendix Type is Signature-appendix and either the Source Peer or the 
Destination Peer is an airborne entity, and the Shared Key Derivation Parameter for 
the Source Peer and Destination Peer has previously been computed, then use the 
SSO-Stop function to revoke the current session key."

4/  In 8.6.3.2.1, REPLACE:
"b)    if one of the Source Peer and Destination Peer is an airborne Peer and the 
Security Item contains a Signature-appendix, verify that the Counter for exchanges 
from the Source Peer to the Destination Peer does not have a value greater than 
one."
WITH:
"b)    if either the Source Peer or the Destination Peer is an airborne entity, and 
the Security Item contains a Signature-appendix and the Shared Key Derivation 
Parameter for the Source Peer and Destination Peer has previously been computed, 
then:
    1) verify that the Security Item does not have the same value as the retained 
Secured-Association-Signature for the Source Peer and Destination Peer,
    2) use the SSO-Stop function to revoke the current session key."

5/ In 8.6.3.2.1, REPLACE Note 1 with the following:
"Note 1.- This check protects against replay attacks and also ensures that a new 
Session Key will be computed for the air and ground peer if a previous Session Key 
existed.  If one of the peers is an airborne peer, only the first exchange on a 
secured dialogue supporting key management will be signed.  All subsequent exchanges
on a secured dialogue supporting key management, and all exchanges between an 
airborne peer and a ground peer on a secured dialogue, will use a MAC-appendix, 
computed using a session key derived from the Shared Key Derivation Parameter.  All 
exchanges between two ground peers on a secured dialogue will use a 
Signature-appendix."

Impact on interoperability:

This PDR implements a wording change to the SARPs to mitigate a potential
interpretation issue with the previous wording.  If implementers implemented
the requirement as intended, and explained with Note 2, there should be no
interoperability issues.  However, sequential Secured Dialogues Supporting Key 
Management between the same two peers would not be possible.
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PDR Validation Status:

Inspection should be sufficient.  This solution was reviewed at SBG3 Meeting
7, though the final SARPs material was not.

SME Recommendation to CCB:

CCB Decision:
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PDR M4020001

Title:                               SV8 - Error in AKDF Function

PDR Reference:                       M4020001             

Originator Reference:                -

SARPs Document Reference:            Sub-Volume VIII 8.5.7

Status:                              RESOLVED

Impact:                              A

PDR Revision Date:                   05 May 04 (Resolved)
                                     05 Apr 04 (Proposed)
                                     05 Mar 04 (Accepted)
                                     25 Feb 04 (Submitted)

Submitting State/Organization:       STNA

Submitting Author Name:              Mickaël Royer

Submitting Author E-mail Address:    mickael.royer@regis-dgac.net

Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: 
     phone - (+33) 5.62.14.34.18

SARPs Date:                          Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)

P/OICS Date:                         -

SARPs Language:                      English

Summary of Defect:

The algorithm provided in 8.5.7.1.1 is not correct.

Assigned SME:                        Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

1/ in section 8.5.7.1.1.h) 

change "j" to "j-1" 

2/ in section 8.5.7.1.1.h) 

change "bits" to "octets" 

so that the clause reads: 

"If keydatalen/hashlen is not an integer, let HHash_j denote the (keydatalen - 
(hashlen x (j-1))) leftmost 
octets of Hash_j."

Impact on interoperability: All implementations must implement this PDR since the 
result of the AKDF function 
will not be the same by systems implementing or not the defect resolution.

PDR Validation Status: Change tested against test vector provided in CAMAL 
(section 4.6.7)
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SME Comment: The severity of this PDR is mitigated since the algorithm
as specified did not produce that appropriate amount of keying
material. Since the algorithm is copied from mainstream ECC standards
such as ANSI X9.63, it is hoped that anyone who implemented the
algorithm simply followed the mainstream standards. This is the case
for all implementations known to date.

SME Recommendation to CCB: Progress to resolved.

CCB Decision: Resolved.
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PDR M4030001

Title:                               SV8 - Missing Requirement on User Data Padding 
before signature

PDR Reference:                       M4030001             

Originator Reference:                -

SARPs Document Reference:            Sub-Volume VIII

Status:                              ACCEPTED

Impact:                              A

PDR Revision Date:              17 May 04 (updated)
                                     23 Mar 04 (Accepted) 
                                     23 Mar 04 (Submitted)

Submitting State/Organization:       STNA

Submitting Author Name:              Mickaël Royer, F. Picard

Submitting Author E-mail Address:    mickael.royer@regis-dgac.net
  frederic.picard@regis-dgac.net

Submitting Author Supplemental Contact Information: 
       phone - (+33) 5.62.14.34.18

SARPs Date:                          Doc 9705 Ed 3 (Jul 02)

P/OICS Date:                         -

SARPs Language:                      English

Summary of Defect:

In order to create and verify the signature/HMAC, both the sending and receiving SSO
modules encode in PER the 
SignData and MacData structure which includes the user data produced by the 
SASO-user (e.g. CM or CPDLC ASE). 

The UserData are copied in an OCTET STRING field before to be encoded. When the user
data does not have a length 
equal to a multiple of 8 bits, padding bit shall be added at the end.

The SARPs does not explicitely mention that 1/ padding is necessary and 2/ zeroed 
padding bit shall be used.

If secure communicating systems do not use the same padding rules, the PER encoding 
of the SignData or MacData 
will differ and the signature check will fail.
 
Assigned SME:                        Sub-Volume VIII SME

Proposed SARPs amendment:

1/ 8.6.1: Insert a new "Note 7" into 8.6.1, reading:
"Note 7 - The ATN Cryptographic Schemes secure octet strings, while ATN application 
data is typically
 PER encoded and may therefore be an arbitrary length bit string (i.e. a bit string 
whose length is not
 a multiple of 8). To address this discrepancy, the SSO pads bit strings on the 
right with zeroes to
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 form octet strings. There is a security drawback to this: the padding process is 
not 1-to-1, meaning
 that different bit strings may result in the same octet string after padding. For 
example, the bit
 strings 10 and 100 both pad to 10000000. This is not a problem for the existing ATN
applications since
 there is no situation where an application will interpret data X and data X0..0 
(i.e. X with a small
 number of zeroes added) as having different meanings, but implementors should be 
aware that the SSO 
 provides security as the octet string rather than bit string level if adapting the 
SSO to secure other
 applications."

2/ 8.6.1: Renumber the old "Note 7" as "Note 8."

3/ 8.6.3.1: Reword "Note 5" as:
"Note 5 - The User Data parameter is a bit string and refers to the data that is to 
be protected."

4/ 8.6.3.1.1: Reword 8.6.3.1.1.(b).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-ASP User Data."

5/ 8.6.3.1.1: Reword 8.6.3.1.1.(c).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-AMACP User Data."

6/ 8.6.3.2: Reword "Note 4" as:
"Note 4 - The User Data parameter is a bit string and refers to the data whose 
security item is to be 
 verified. It is included in the input when the Destination Peer receives it from 
the Source Peer."

7/ 8.6.3.2.1: Reword 8.6.3.2.1.(e).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-AVP User Data, and"

8/ 8.6.3.2.1: Reword 8.6.3.2.1.(f).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-AMACVP User Data, and"

9/ 8.6.3.3: Reword "Note 5" as:
"Note 5 - The User Data parameter is a bit string and refers to the data that is to 
be protected."

10/ 8.6.3.3.1: Reword 8.6.3.3.1.(b).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-ASP User Data."

11/ 8.6.3.3.1: Reword 8.6.3.3.1.(c).(3) as:
"3) User Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet string, 
    as the SSO-AMACP User Data."

12/ 8.6.3.3.1: Reword 8.6.3.3.1.(d) as:
"d) Set the Security Item unprotected user data to User Data, padded on the right 
with the minimum number 
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    of zeroes necessary to make an octet string."  

13/ 8.6.3.9.1: Reword 8.6.3.9.1.(d).(1) as:
"1) To Be Signed Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes 
necessary to make an octet 
    string, as the ASP parameter SignData, and"

14/ 8.6.3.10.1: Reword 8.6.3.10.1.(f).1 as:
"1) To Be Signed Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes 
necessary to make an octet 
    string, as the AVP parameter SignData', and"

15/ 8.6.3.11.1: Reword 8.6.3.11.1.(i).1 as:
"1) MAC Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet 
    string, as the AMACP parameter MacData,"

16/ 8.6.3.12.1: Reword 8.6.3.12.1.(j).1 as:
"1) MAC Data, padded on the right with the minimum number of zeroes necessary to 
make an octet 
    string, as the AMACVP parameter MacData,"
 
Impact on interoperability: 

Different padding scheme can led to the systematic failure of the signature check 
function.

PDR Validation Status: 

SME Comment: 

Agree with the observation above. However in general in the security world, padding 
with zeroes is discouraged
since it is not canonical - ie. signing 10 is the same as signing 100. Nonetheless 
it appears that padding 
with zeroes is the most practical option here, since other changes, such as padding 
with a single 1 then zeroes,
would have a ripple effect into SV4 since the ULCS would also need to understand the
new padding rules in
order to correctly parse User Data from the received value of type ATNProtectSign 
associated with the use of
the ATNProtectSignCheck function. Therefore padding with zeroes is used here, and a 
note about the security 
concern described above included at the beginning of the SSO description.

The same problem exists in the encoding of SignData and MacData - specifically these
structures 
are PER encoded, so may be bit strings, but the ADSS and AMACS expect octet strings.
This PDR also deals with
this issue. 

Other padding issues are dealt with in PDR M2090003.

SME Recommendation to CCB:

CCB Decision: 
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